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About This Game

In this game you have to defeat just a single boss! Who knows though, perhaps it's not that simple?

Features:

Each achievement impacts you, your enemies and even your surroundings!

Increasing diffuculty

Gamepad support

Retro-style graphics and music
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I am the only person who owns this.. Fun little P&C game.

Easy enough and short.

Pros:

Fun

Easy

The thing that P&C games have to do is to make sense on what items to use and whatnot, and it does make sense.. most of the
time. So that's good.

Cons:

No dialogue

No music (besides like here and there the same thing

Barely any SFX

Short

Final verdict:

If you're a fun of P&C games you're not missing anything, but if you find it on sale or a bundle, I'd say get it. Nothing to lose
with a short little story. I'm giving this a thumbs up cuz I'm definitely getting the 2nd episode on sale (ofc) whenever.

. I normally only write reviews for completed games but I'm writing a review for this due to the fact that this game feels
unfinished. What I mean by this is that the frame rate isn't the best. This game's visuals I thnk look exceptionally nice, however,
if the frame rate was upped by like 5 or 10 fps this game would probably run exceedingly smoothly. The other major downside
is that there is no native controller support for the game. That makes the entire thing relatively hard to play with keyboard (tank)
controls. So until such things are improved I cannot give this a positive rating.. I think this game is great. I'd give it a solid 9/10
to anyone interested in picking this game up.. I don't recommend this game, because it was not possible to play any second. The
game chrashes in screen for choosing the language, or later in the very first loading screen.. Hypnosis is the B Movie Cult
Classic of point and click games that you never knew you wanted, until it fell into your lap for $5 and you were just like....ok?

It is simple, satisfying and gloriously strange.

The graphics are surprisingly good, while the constant shift in level theme\/art style provides much entertainment. The story
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starts with simple mystery, and then cannonballs into an intergalactic psych romp full of cartoonish twists and turns. I am still
trying to figure out whether the game is intentionally funny, or unintentionally so, but either way, just like Ed Wood's B-Movie
Classic, Plan-9 From Outer Space, this game features all your favourite celebrities (without their permission) and allows you to
DIVE INTO THEIR DREAMS through the POWER OF HYPNOSISSSSSS. [note: therefore it is nothing really much like that
movie I mentioned at all]

Seriously, Grace Jones, Einstein, Richard Branson, That Dude From The Big Bang Theory...the gang's all here and they're just
begging for your cleavage-aided psychiatric assistance.

SOME may say that the puzzles are too simple and easily solved, but to them I say NAY. My main grievance with Point & Click
games is that they always feature that one frustrating puzzle, which you can never solve so you cannot continue playing. And
that makes me feel kind of stupid. Hypnosis features puzzles which are as easily solved as an 8 year old's homework, so they're
great for your self esteem. And, just like your favourite elementary school teacher, the game gives you GOLD STARS for
completing puzzle battles (also good for the self esteem). But the real prize is watching this weird, weird story unfold.

After completing the game and witnessing that truly epic ending, I can only recommend it as the best, terrible game I've ever
played and would highly recommend it for anyone with a good sense of humour and a spare 5 bucks.

Now for my few critiques:

1. Unsure of why the main character needs to be randomly sexy and have a standby boob-adjusting animation. I would like to
point out, that as a psychiatric professional, I would consider her low-cut outfit inappropriate for the workplace. Don't even get
me started on those ones from the store O_O

2. Continuing the above theme - Do Maya and Dr Blanche understand the concept of patient-doctor boundaries? *spoiler alert*
Hiring your patients, hypnotising them against their will, getting all up in their brain and then telling them how to live their lives
- pretty sure that's a breach of like all of the psychiatric rules.
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have you ever expiriensed the moment of hard hitting nastolgy and flashback from a game that you liked, I was smashed by this
lumines port. it was almost the same as on psp, I like this game alot. You have to buy it. all hail lumines. I really do like this
game, but it's basically Mega Man 1's Gameboy port as a fanhack to make it slightly harder.

- Sprites are too big
- Can't see very far ahead (Gameplay area is about the dimensions of a Gameboy screen)
- Enemies shoot you from off screen (You can shoot them when they spawn just offscreen too, but only after you memorize
their locations)
- Constant near-death jumps by spikes and double-jump points next to pits
- Weird double-jump\/swim mechanic when hopping on the surface of water like a ninja
- Good soundtrack (I've only listened to the remix version admittedly)

So it boils down to another indie game that remembers the NES\/Gameboy days for the difficulty and hardware limitations first
and the fun second. Because of that I can't recommend it to anyone.. Great game with fun visuals. Its one of those perfect quick
play games that you can jump right into. Within a few minutes I was in the game and playing. Easy to figure out and a fun
concept. Looking forward to the multiplayer.. I have played a handful of VR games. Check my library if u must. I feel that this
game sets a standard for games to follow. Can you imagine Pokemon or Magic the Gathering in VR? Your favorite beasts
turned to life? This is where it starts in my mind, and I hope this game continues to grow. The interactions I have had with with
other players; be it fist bumping, high fiving, pointing, hugging, or franticly gesturing. Has been insanely rewarding!

A truly addictive game. Lame that no one else plays!!!. A new outfit for 16 characters. Its a good deal for 70% off, but not so
much for full price.... If you like Robotron 2084, this is your kind of game!

I've played it for a couple of hours now, and finished the Normal level Campaign. There is also a Hard level Campaign, which I
can tell is going to be a lot tougher, just based on the first few levels. The game has an upgrade system, where you can buy
upgrades with money(?) dropped by the robots you are destroying, so you are always progressing. It's going to take a while to
unlock all the achievements here, and I think that's the point of a game like this, besides just beating all the campaign stages.
Some people just don't get what arcade style games are about, and maybe some of those people won't like this. But if you play
arcade games, you know what you're getting here, heheh

There's also an Arcade Mode, which I have only played a bit so far but it has 2 Player Local Co-Op! If you haven't tried Local
Co-Op gaming, you really should, it's always a blast.

Oh, and did I mention the asking price on this game is about the same as a bottle of Coke?! This should be at least $5 for the
amount of content here.. Being a huge fan of the SCP foundation I was thrilled to see a VR game about the one SCP that truly
terrifies me and makes me scared of stairs. For being a early access game and being quite short, I\u2019d say it was definitely
worth the $15. There is definitely room for improvement and I can see this game being a hit in the SCP community in the
future. My only complaint is how you pick things up, using the grip buttons is a little uncomfortable, especially for the items
that you have to hold down the button to keep it on your hand. All in all, this is a great game and i 100% recommended it to
anyone looking for a good scare. Seeing that the developer did the last update a year ago, there seems to be little hope that this
game gets good.
It has some potential, but too many flaws.

Pros:
- nice graphics
- decent voice acting
- some good jump scares

Cons:
- overused effects like specular lighting
- night too dark
- boring level design (the first house is just scattered with random objects)
- terrible(!) written journal messages
- boring "search for key and open doors"-errands
- player character doesn't react to environment at all (blood pools etc.)
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Don't spend more than 2\u20ac for this until there has been a major update.

DAMNIT ITS THE GRAMAR MURDERERR, I CAN HEAR HE COMING AT FOR ME !!!. My two cents on this game
mainly points at the adventure of this game, or lack-of. When it comes to combat, yeah the combat is good, fun, dashing around
blowing up goons just like I did in Borderlands, traversing across a fairly large map in different vehicles has it's perks - even
though a lot of the map you'll never go to because there's simply nothing there.. but anyway -

If you're looking for a similar experience to Skyrim or Fallout and even FarCry where you have a massive map to work with,
many quests \/ missions\/ jobs to do even after you finish the story, then look somewhere else. If you commit to the story of this
game you'll have it done in about 12 hours, give or take depending on difficulty \/ commitment. After that you won't feel a
commitment to this game, even when you drop as much money as you did (which is quite sad I think).

As for non-story jobs - you'll get excited for maybe an hour or two in the 'Finish all these challenges' mentality, but soon realise
that it's extremely repetitive and and in the end, bloody tedious.

I might be more inclined not to give it a bad review if it was priced closer to \u00a330. \u00a320 would be a snatch. However I
do feel like I was cheated given the price of this game and the experience I had. Definitely get it on sale if you're going to:

How much would you spend for 10 hours of your time?

. sucks\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665through a crazy straw. 10\/10
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